공연관람 에티켓
공연 관람 전 꼭 한번만 읽어주세요

KAIST Culture Festival
Audience Etiquette
Please read the following guidelines before the performance

**Arrive early**
Entry will be restricted after the performance begins. Please be seated at least 10 minutes before the performance.

**Children aged under 8 are not allowed to enter**
Children aged under 8 are not admitted into the auditorium. We appreciate your cooperation.

**No food or drink**
Any kind of food, including water and other drinks, are prohibited in the auditorium.

**Turn off your mobile phones**
Please turn off all electronic devices including mobile phones. Light from electronic devices disturb other audiences.

**No photography or video recording**
Please keep courtesy for the performers and audience.

**Do not move during the performance**
You are only allowed to move between the shows. Please follow our staff’s instructions if you want to enter during the performance.

**Applaud after the entire piece finishes**
Please refrain from clapping between the movements, which can interrupt the performers.

공연문의 | 350-2904
Contact | 350-2904